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What's New in the Karen 039;s Drive Info?

Karen's Drive Info is a straightforward application you can use to examine and copy information about your disk drives. It features a basic set of
options that can be easily configured by all types of users, even beginners. The utility comes in handy not only for experienced users, such as network
administrators, but also to novices curious enough to learn more about this. Simple interface for drive analysis The interface is user-friendly,
represented by a large window with a plain and simple structure, where the disk details are automatically identified and listed at startup. You can
resize or maximize the window, as well as check out the network name, local path, drive type and size, status, used and free space, quotas, free, limit
and warning quota, in addition to the cluster size, volume name, file system, compressed drive, file compression, long and maximum file names,
encryption type, and Unicode. All information can be refreshed if any changes were made in the meantime, as well as copied to the Clipboard with the
click of a button. What's more, you can swap columns and rows, or hide quota statistics. The status bar shows the current date and time. There are no
other notable settings provided by Karen's Drive Info. Evaluation and conclusion It worked smoothly in our evaluation, without causing the operating
system to hang, crash or indicate errors. CPU and RAM usage was minimal in our tests, so it didn't hamper the machine's performance. On the other
hand, it doesn't implement options for printing and exporting drive details to file. We are also keeping in mind that the program hasn't received
updates for a long time. Nevertheless, Karen's Drive Info comes packed with simple and clear-cut settings for examining and copying drive-related
data to the Clipboard. Description: Degree Programmer/Programmer Assistant What is it about? Karen's Drive Info is a straightforward application
you can use to examine and copy information about your disk drives. It features a basic set of options that can be easily configured by all types of
users, even beginners. The utility comes in handy not only for experienced users, such as network administrators, but also to novices curious enough to
learn more about this. Simple interface for drive analysis The interface is user-friendly, represented by a large window with a plain and simple
structure, where the disk details are automatically identified and listed at startup. You can resize or maximize the window, as well as check out the
network name, local path, drive type and size, status, used and free space, quotas, free, limit and warning quota, in addition to the cluster size, volume
name, file
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System Requirements For Karen 039;s Drive Info:

Minimum: OS: Windows Vista and newer CPU: Dual-Core Intel or AMD 2.8GHz+ RAM: 1 GB GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 260 or ATI Radeon
HD 4870 DirectX: Version 9.0c HDD: 2 GB Network: Broadband Internet connection DVD-Writer: DVD-RW drive, any type Additional Notes:
Some of the content in The Dark Mod may require to be updated to support future versions of the game. Please check if there are
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